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Fallen 2008-04-29

from award winning author tim lebbon comes this harrowing tale of an epic journey crossing the forbidden boundary separating us from all we fear the most to the unknown corners of

noreela the voyagers have traveled returning with fantastic tales of their journeys and discoveries but no one has ever returned from the great divide a sheer cliff soaring miles above the

clouds and rumored to be the end of the world until now voyagers nomi hyden and ramus rheel would be mortal enemies if their lives and fates weren t so closely entwined but now the

unlikely pair are brought together for what will be their greatest and perhaps final journey when a grim wanderer named ten arrives with an ancient parchment he claims to have brought

back from the divide its arcane glyphs hint at the existence of a realm most consider a myth and at something amazing sleeping there accompanied by the warrior beko and his band of

armed serians nomi and ramus set out to discover the truth behind the legends but soon ambition drives them apart this epic voyage becomes a race and each voyager is faced with a

choice that may alter the history of noreela forever from the trade paperback edition

The Silence 2015-04-17

bestselling author tim lebbon s electrifying horror novel now made into a netflix original movie starring stanley tucci and kiernan shipka in the darkness of an underground cave system

blind creatures hunt by sound then there is light there are voices and they feed swarming from their prison the creatures thrive and destroy to scream even to whisper is to summon

death as the hordes lay waste to europe a girl watches to see if they will cross the sea deaf for many years she knows how to live in silence now it is her family s only chance of survival

to leave their home to shun others to find a remote haven where they can sit out the plague but will it ever end and what kind of world will be left

The Edge 2019-06-25

lebbon is a master of drip feeding horror and suspense the guardian on relics a gripping dark fantasy from the author of the silence now a major film on netflix there exists a secret and

highly illegal trade in mythological creatures and their artifacts certain individuals pay fortunes for a sliver of a satyr s hoof a gryphon s claw a basilisk s scale or an angel s wing

embroiled in the hidden world of the relics creatures known as the kin angela gough is now on the run in the united states forty years ago the town of longford was the site of a deadly

disease outbreak that wiped out the entire population the infection was contained the town isolated and the valley in which it sits flooded and turned into a reservoir the truth that the
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outbreak was intentional and not every resident of longford died disappeared beneath the waves now the town is revealed again the kin have an interest in the ruins and soon the fairy

grace and the nephilim leader mallian are also drawn to them the infection has risen from beneath silent waters and this forgotten town becomes the focus of the looming battle between

humankind and the kin

Pieces of Hate 2016-03-15

during the dark ages a thing named temple slaughtered gabriel s family a man with snake eyes charged him to pursue the assassin wherever he may strike next and destroy him gabriel

never believed he d still be following temple almost a thousand years later because temple may be a demon the man with snake eyes cursed gabriel with a life long enough to hunt him

down now he has picked up temple s scent again the caribbean sea is awash with pirate blood and in such turmoil the outcome of any fight is far from certain free bonus novelette dead

man s hand in the wilderness of the american west the assassin is set to strike again despite his centuries long curse gabriel is still but a man scarred and bitter the town of deadwood

has seen many such men though it s never seen anything quite like the half demon known as temple the action is cutlass sharp and the encounters between gabriel and temple are both

brutal and chilling publishers weekly at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied

Among the Living 2024-02-06

from the new york times bestseller and author of netflix s the silence comes a terrifying horror novel set in a melting arctic landscape something deadly has lain dormant for thousands of

years but now the permafrost is giving up its secrets estranged friends dean and bethan meet after five years apart when they are drawn to a network of caves on a remote arctic island

bethan and her friends are environmental activists determined to protect the land but dean s group s exploitation of rare earth minerals deep in the caves unleashes an horrific contagion

that has rested frozen and undisturbed for many millennia fleeing the terrors emerging from the caves dean and bethan and their rival teams undertake a perilous journey on foot across

an unpredictable and volatile landscape the ex friends must learn to work together again if they re to survive and more importantly stop the horror from spreading to the wider world a

propulsive horror thriller fast moving frightening and shockingly relevant this adventure will grip you until the final terrifying page
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The Last Storm 2022-07-05

a gripping terrifying road trip through the heat of the post apocalyptic american desert from the author of netflix s the silence this action packed and thought provoking eco nightmare will

appeal to fans of benjamin percy christopher golden and josh malerman with global warming out of control large swathes of north america have been struck by famine and drought and

are now known as the desert a young woman sets out across this dry hostile landscape gradually building an arcane apparatus she believes will bring rain to the parched earth jesse

lives alone far from civilization once he too made rain but he stopped when his abilities caused fatalities bringing down not just rain but scorpions strange snakes and spiders when his

daughter ash inherited this tainted gift jesse did his best to stop her his attempt went tragically wrong and he believes himself responsible for her death but now his estranged wife karina

brings news that ash is still alive and she s rainmaking again terrified of what she might bring down upon the desperate communities of the desert they set out to find her but jesse and

karina are not the only ones looking for ash as the storms she conjures become more violent and deadly some follow her seeking hope and one is hungry for revenge

Kong: Skull Island - The Official Movie Novelization 2017-03-10

at the end of the vietnam war a team of experts are gathered by a government agency called monarch their assignment is simple to embark on a scientific expedition and map out an

uncharted island what should be a straightforward mission of discovery becomes an explosive war between monster and man as they disturb kong and awaken the titanic forces of nature

30 Days of Night: Fear of the Dark 2010-05-25

marty volk has a guardian angel for the past five years since he was twelve years old it has saved marty whenever he s been in danger and from a single darkened glimpse one night on

the streets of london he thinks it s his long lost sister rose ten years older than him beautiful intelligent and deceased for rose has become a creature of legend that thrives along with her

undead companions in the shadows of the human world one who tenaciously holds on to her new existence and who will do anything to survive
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Echo City 2011-07-07

surrounded by a vast toxic desert the inhabitants of labyrinthine echo city believe there is no other life in their world some like it that way so when a stranger arrives he is anathema to

powerful interest groups but peer nadawa found the stranger and she is determined to keep him and the freedom he represents alive a political exile herself she calls on her ex lover

gorham now leader of their anti establishment network then they recruit the baker whose macabre genetic experiments seem close to sorcery however while factions prepare for war an

ancient peril is stirring in the city s depths something deadly is rising and it will soon reach the levels where men dwell

White and Other Tales of Ruin 2002-06

white and other tales of ruin collects together six of tim lebbon s novellas two of them brand new to this collection from the all powerful natural horrors of the first law to the man made

terrors of the origin of truth this collection explores existence at the very edge of survival for humankind itself the british fantasy award winning white gives an ambiguous vision of a

frozen hell on earth while the new novella hell locates it even nearer to our hearts from bad flesh tells of diseased flesh while the brand new mannequin man and the plastic bitch

contains many maladies of the mind most of them considered normal in the sick world it inhabits contents white from bad flesh hell original the first law the origin of truth mannequin man

and the plastic bitch original copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved

Alien - Invasion 2016-04-29

the second original novel in an alien vs predator rage war series continuing from predator incursion as colonial marines units are being wiped out and not by the predators this is an

attack by organized armies of aliens
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The Nature of Balance 2001-08-01

one morning the world does not wake up millions lie dead in their beds victims of their own dreams of falling there are survivors but the world they emerge into is changing rapidly

humanity is no longer the dominant species now nature has the upper hand

30 Days of Night Movie Novelization 2007-09-25

in the sleepy and secluded town of barrow alaska the northernmost settlement in north america its citizens are preparing for the annual coming of the dark when the sun will set for more

than thirty consecutive days and nights but this year the dark will bring something else from across the frozen wasteland a horrifying evil descends upon barrow mercilessly besieging its

residents with unrelenting terror and swift death and as the darkness continues and the thirty days of night seemingly have no end in sight barrow s only remaining hope lies with sheriff

eben oleson and deputy stella oleson a husband and wife who are torn between saving the town they love and their own survival

Into the Void 2014

a stand alone hardcover tie in to the successful comic book series star wars dawn of the jedi written by fantasy novelist tim lebbon taking place thousands of years before the time of luke

skywalker and darth vader on the remote world tython ancient philosophers and scientists share their mystical knowledge and study the ways of the force they establish the order of the

je daii which in years to come will become the jedi but first these visitors from so many different planets must colonize a dangerous new homeworld and surmount societal conflicts as the

burgeoning rakatan empire prepares to conquer the known galaxy

Dusk 2006-01-31

kosar the thief senses that rafe baburn is no ordinary boy after witnessing a madman plunder rafe s village and murder his parents kosar knows the boy needs his help and now for a

reason he cannot fathom others are seeking the boy s destruction uncertain where to begin kosar turns to a meer an ex lover and shantasi warrior whose people unbeknownst to him
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have been chosen to safeguard magic s return a meer knows instantly that it is rafe who bears this miracle of magic now kosar and a band of unexpected allies embark on a battle to

protect one special boy for dark forces are closing in including the mages who have been plotting their own triumphant return from the trade paperback edition

As the Sun Goes Down 2005-08-01

this landmark volume marked the first u s publication of british horror phenomenon tim lebbon as the sun goes down collects 90 000 words of his best work including several original

pieces like the unfortunate which went on to win a bram stoker award and was included in several year s best anthologies as the sun goes down also features an introduction by ramsey

campbell this collection presents a tableau of stories each very distinct in content and form yet inextricably linked in disturbing the reader and challenging their accepted values not one

tale is wasted in lebbon s determination to subvert our perceptions of love life nature beauty and the innocence of childhood his use of language and narrative form is unrelenting each

vying to create images from words that incessantly chip away at our confidence in the so called truths of existence skyhorse publishing under our night shade and talos imprints is proud

to publish a broad range of titles for readers interested in science fiction space opera time travel hard sf alien invasion near future dystopia fantasy grimdark sword and sorcery

contemporary urban fantasy steampunk alternative history and horror zombies vampires and the occult and supernatural and much more while not every title we publish becomes a new

york times bestseller a national bestseller or a hugo or nebula award winner we are committed to publishing quality books from a diverse group of authors

Face 2005-09-01

a family picks up a hitchhiker in the worst blizzard in living memory it s a mistake brand is not who he seems to the mother the father or the daughter he is something more something

they fear in their own ways and soon after the thaw they are all seeing him again they begin to learn things about themselves and each other which perhaps would be best left unknown

and they begin to realise other more painful truths love blinds fear distorts hate misleads from new york times bestselling author tim lebbon winning of three british fantasy awards and the

bram stoker award face is a startling and unsettling tale that publishers weekly says will reward the careful reader with insights as well as gooseflesh
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The Heretic Land 2012-08-02

arrested by the ald scholar bon ugane and merwoman leki borle find themselves on a prison ship bound for the island of skythe a barren land and the site of long ago wars warped and

ruined by the ancient conflict survival on the island is tough and its original inhabitants are neither friendly nor entirely still human but something else waits on the island a living weapon

whose very existence is a heresy destroyed many years ago it silently begins to clutch at life once more

Contagion 2013

jack and his friends are in a race against time to save the remaining inhabitants of a postapocalyptic london from a nuclear bomb two years after london is struck by a devastating

terrorist attack it is cut off from the rest of the world protected by a large force of soldiers known as choppers while the rest of britain believe that their ex capital is a toxic uninhabited

wasteland but that s not true jack and his friends know that the truth is very different and incredible the few remaining survivors in london are changing developing strange fantastic

powers evolving and the chopper force guarding london is treating the ruined city as its own experimental ground now jack s powers are growing his friend lucy anne s powers are

developing too and nomad that mysterious woman who started it all is close by but the choppers have initiated their final safeguard a huge nuclear bomb that will wipe out london and

everyone still within its boundaries jack and his friends must spread the news of the bomb and save everyone they can before that can happen jack must face his father the deadly

reaper in their final showdown

A Whisper of Southern Lights 2016-05-10

death and destruction follow the demon wherever he treads and gabriel is rarely far behind waiting for his chance to extinguish the creature known as temple once and for all but in

singapore during the second world war a lone soldier in possession of a shattering secret gets caught up in their battle the knowledge he holds could change the course of their ancient

conflict and the fate of the world a whisper of southern lights is a standalone tale in the assassins series by tim lebbon praise for a whisper of southern lights a whisper of southern lights

is full of a beautiful melancholy that nobody does better than lebbon a tale of immortals engaged in a blood spattered centuries old cat and mouse game read it christopher golden new

york times 1 bestselling author of dead ringers and snowblind at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied
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The Shadow Men 2018-12-04

a young boston family is torn apart into parallel dimensions in this dark urban fantasy by the authors of the map of moments from beacon hill to southie boston is a place of close knit

neighborhoods but as jim banks and trix newcomb soon learn it is also a city divided split into three separate versions of itself by a mad magician once tasked with its protection jim s

happy family includes his wife jenny their daughter holly and jenny s best friend trix who has secretly been in love with jenny for years but when jenny and holly inexplicably disappear

they leave behind a boston in which they never existed only jim and trix remember them only jim and trix can bring them back with the help of boston s oracle an elderly woman with

magical powers jim and trix travel between the fractured cities in search of jenny and holly but if jim and trix fail the spell holding the separate bostons apart will fail too and the cities will

collide in a cataclysmic implosion someone it seems wants just that and that someone has deadly shadow men at their disposal

Coldbrook 2012-10-11

lebbon is quite simply the most exciting new name in horror for years sfx magazine the world as we know it has changed forever the reason is coldbrook the facility lay deep in

appalachian mountains a secret laboratory called coldbrook its scientists had achieved the impossible a gateway to a new world theirs was to be the greatest discovery in the history of

mankind but they had no idea what they were unleashing with their breakthrough comes disease and now it is out and ravaging the human population the only hope is a cure and the

only cure and the only cure is genetic resistance an uninfected person amongst the billions dead in the chaos of destruction there is only one person that can save the human race but

will they find her in time

ALIEN: INVASION 2024-05-03

Über jahrhunderte versuchte die weyland yutani cooperation die aliens als waffe zu nutzen doch nun scheint ihnen jemand zuvorgekommen zu sein der den raum der yautja durchkämmt

und die jäger zu gejagten macht angesichts der überwältigenden macht der rage schmieden die vertreter der erde eine unerwartete allianz mit den predatoren doch selbst die vereinten

kräfte der beiden rassen könnten am ende nicht ausreichen um das massaker aufhalten denn ein gnadenloser schwarm der xenomorphs überfällt einen planeten nach dem anderen und

dringt unaufhaltsam immer tiefer in die menschliche heimatwelt vor wer fan von einem oder beiden franchises ist wird seine helle freude daran haben menschen predators und aliens
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wieder im kampf um die jeweils eigene existenz vereint zu erleben city of films ein rasanter knallharter roman der den ursprüngen gerecht wird impedimenta magazine tim lebbon hat die

spannung und das grauen aus den filmen genau getroffen mit vielen begegnungen mit beiden rassen bevor es wirklich schlimm wird geek dad dies ist das actiongeladene sci fi

abenteuer das die fans verdient haben auf der großen leinwand zu sehen echte geheimnisse und spannung gepaart mit brutaler kriegsführung in der schwarzen leere des weltraums

machen predator armada zu einem großartigen eröffnungsbombardement im kommenden krieg positiv nerdy dieser roman besitzt einen großartigen spannungsaufbau eine durchweg

interessante besetzung von charakteren und eine gut geschriebene geschichte mit überraschender komplexität hey poor player

Dawn 2007-03-27

award winning author tim lebbon takes fantasy to new heights in his thrilling new epic as unlikely allies struggle to keep the light of hope burning against a tide of unending darkness

noreela teeters on the brink of destruction but at its center pulses a magic grown stroner than ever before now the mages have raised an army of terrifying warriorsand unstoppable war

machins their goal the annihilation of all noreela through a reign of bloodhsed and death unlike any ever imagined but noreela s last survivors will not go quietyly into the never ending

darkness one man will lead a desperate band of rebels including a witch a fledge miner and a dreaming librarian for an ancient prophecy predicts that the future of magic will emerge in a

child still unborn if only our heroes can stay alive until dawn from the trade paperback edition

The Thief of Broken Toys 2010

when a father loses his son and his wife leaves him he cannot move on thinking that his life is all but over he takes to wandering the cliffs carrying broken things that he always promised

his son he would fix but never did and then he meets the thief of broken toys and everything begins to change

Mind the Gap 2018-12-04

fleeing her mother s murderers a london teenager discovers an underground world of thieves and ghosts in this dark urban fantasy series debut jasmine towne and her mother have

always been taken care of by men known only as the uncles but jazz was raised to always beware and she discovers why on the day she finds her paranoid mother murdered her
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mother s last words scrawled in her own blood demand action jazz hide forever seeking cover in the london underground jazz slips through a mysterious gate and seemingly through time

inside an abandoned city of bomb shelters and forgotten tube stations she finds temporary refuge with a gang of petty thieves but flashes of the past spectral and haunting share the

tunnels with no regard for the living now jazz must ask herself a difficult question how long can she hide from the terrors of both her worlds magical realism at its finest with mystery

magic ghosts and a fascinating subterranean world sfrevu com

Star Wars: Dawn of the Jedi: Into the Void 2014-03-13

discover the origins of the jedi order as a lone je daii ranger fights to save their ancient homeworld tython from disaster on the planet tython the ancient je daii order was founded and at

the feet of its wise masters lanoree brock learned the mysteries and methods of the force and found her calling as one of its most powerful disciples but as strongly as the force flowed

within lanoree and her parents it remained absent in her brother who grew to despise and shun the je daii and whose training in its ancient ways ended in tragedy now from her solitary

life as a ranger keeping order across the galaxy lanoree has been summoned by the je daii council on a matter of utmost urgency the leader of a fanatical cult obsessed with traveling

beyond the reaches of known space is bent on opening a cosmic gateway using dreaded dark matter as the key risking a cataclysmic reaction that will consume the entire star system

but more shocking to lanoree than even the prospect of total galactic annihilation is the decision of her je daii masters to task her with the mission of preventing it until a staggering

revelation makes clear why she was chosen the brilliant dangerous madman she must track down and stop at any cost is the brother whose death she has long grieved and whose life

she must now fear

Alien - Out of the Shadows (Book 1) 2024-09-03

the first in an all new official trilogy set in the alien universe featuring the iconic ellen ripley in a terrifying new adventure that bridges the gap between alien and aliens officially sanctioned

and true to the alien canon alien out of the shadows expands upon the well loved mythos and is a must for all alien fans
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Fears Unnamed 2004

a collection of four chilling novellas two of which are british fantasy award winners and one original

Alien - Invasion 2016-04-26

for centuries weyland yutani has tried to weaponize the aliens now someone has beaten them to it sweeping through yautja space and turning predator into prey faced with the

overwhelming forces of the rage earth envoys forge an unprecedented alliance with the predators yet even the combined might of two races may not be enough to stop the carnage as

an unstoppable swarm of xenomorphs topples planet after planet penetrating ever deeper into the human sphere

ALIEN VS PREDATOR: ARMAGEDDON 2024-05-06

die rage entfesseln den ultimativen angriff auf die menschliche heimatwelt ihre größte waffe ist die gefürchtetste kreatur des universums die aliens vor jahrhunderten geflohen nehmen die

rage nun rache und beanspruchen den planeten für sich durch ein abkommen mit den undenkbarsten verbündeten verlässt sich die menschheit nun auf die predatoren um ihr Überleben

zu sichern doch selbst die vereinte kraft beider rassen scheint nicht auszureichen das schicksal der erde könnte in der hand eines einzelnen androiden liegen liliya eine rage wer fan von

einem oder beiden franchises ist wird seine helle freude daran haben menschen predators und aliens wieder im kampf um die jeweils eigene existenz vereint zu erleben city of films

Festival 2022-12-06

new york times bestselling horror writers christopher golden and tim lebbon create a music festival to die for in this illustrated novel with artwork by peter bergting the valhalla music

festival commemorates a long ago viking slaughter but when strange things start to happen it seems the massacre may be far from over when festival goers begin to disappear and

musicians find themselves playing mysterious and ancient songs as if possessed the fans have to figure out what s going on before the festival site s haunting past comes back for blood
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The Island 2009

lebbon brings readers back into the realm of noreela to a time between the dark and memorable publishers weekly fallen and the award winning works dusk and dawn with these chilling

tales of the macabre

The Cabin in the Woods - The Official Movie Novelization 2012-04-13

you think you know the story five friends go to a remote cabin in the woods bad things happen if you think you know the story think again from joss whedon the creator of buffy the

vampire slayer and drew goddard writer of cloverfield comes a mind blowing horror film that turns the genre inside out this is the official movie novelization

The Island 2009-05-19

the worst has come and one man must rise to lead the fight against it he thought he d seen the worst no one knew about the strangers from beyond noreela and it was the core s job to

make sure it stayed that way kel boon was once an agent of the land s most secret organization tracking observing and eliminating the strangers as part of an elite core team but then

one horrifying encounter left his superior officer and lover dead along with many innocents and kel has been running ever since but the worst was still to come forsaking magic living as a

simple wood carver kel came to the fishing village of pavmouth breaks to hide but when a mysterious island appears out to sea during a cataclysmic storm sending tidal waves to smash

the village his core training tells him to expect the worst how can he warn the surviving villagers especially the beautiful young witch namior that the visitors sailing in from the island may

not be the peace loving pilgrims they claim to be that this might be the invasion the core has feared all along and that he kel boon may be noreela s last chance from the trade

paperback edition
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Dawn of the Jedi Into the Void 2014-07-17

thousands of years before the time of luke skywalker and darth vader on the remote world tython ancient philosophers and scientists share their mystical knowledge and study the ways

of the force they establish the order of the je daii which in years to come will become the jedi but first these visitors from so many different planets must colonise a dangerous new

homeworld and surmount societal conflicts as the burgeoning rakatan empire prepares to conquer the known galaxy

Unnatural Selection 2011-11-05

hellboy a bloodred cloven hoofed demon raised by the united states government is a top field agent for the bureau for paranormal research and defense he questions the unknown then

beats it into submission a dragon is seen perching on the statue of christ the redeemer overlooking rio de janeiro a werewolf stalks the streets of baltimore a griffin slaughters a herd of

horses in madrid weird sightings of cryptozoological and mythological creatures abound around the globe sometimes the creatures simply appear and then vanish again content merely to

put in an appearance other times they make themselves known to entire cities and leave their mark damaged buildings scars on the landscape the occasional death then suddenly the

death toll escalates one by one hellboy and his friends at the bprd are dispatched to avert disaster hellboy encounters a dragon in brazil abe sapien tackles a giant alligator in venice liz

sherman faces off against a phoenix in the mediterranean but in dawning horror they realize it s all a distraction heralding nothing so much as an event of apocalyptic proportions

Reaper's Legacy 2013-04-09

heroes and monsters clash with government forces in an apocalyptic london two years after london is struck by a devastating terrorist attack it is cut off from the world protected by a

large force of soldiers known as choppers while those in the rest of britain believe that their ex capital is now a toxic uninhabited wasteland jack and his friends know that the truth is very

different the handful of survivors in london are developing strange fantastic powers evolving meanwhile the choppers treat the ruined city as their own experimental playground jack s own

developing powers are startling and frightening though he is determined to save his father the brutal man with a horrific power who calls himself reaper jack must also find their friend lucy

anne who went north to find her brother what lucy anne discovers is terrifying people evolving into monstrous things and the knowledge that a nuclear bomb has been set to destroy what

s left of london and the clock is ticking from the hardcover edition
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London Eye 2012-10-23

the hunger games meets the x men in an exciting postapocalyptic debut two years after london is struck by a devastating terrorist attack it is cut off from the world protected by a military

force known as choppers the rest of britain believes that the city is now a toxic uninhabited wasteland but jack and his friends some of whom lost family on what has become known as

doomsday know that the reality is very different at great risk they have been gathering evidence about what is really happening in london and it is incredible because the handful of

london s survivors are changing developing strange fantastic powers evolving upon discovering that his mother is still alive inside london jack his sister and their three friends sneak into

a city in ruins vast swathes have been bombed flat choppers cruise the streets looking for survivors to experiment upon the toxic city is filled with wonders and dangers that will challenge

jack and his friends and perhaps kill them but jack knows that the truth must be revealed to the outside world or every survivor will die from the hardcover edition

Unnatural Selection 2006-04-30

hellboy a bloodred cloven hoofed demon raised by the united states government is a top field agent for the bureau for paranormal research and defense he questions the unknown then

beats it into submission a dragon is seen perching on the statue of christ the redeemer overlooking rio de janeiro a werewolf stalks the streets of baltimore a griffin slaughters a herd of

horses in madrid weird sightings of cryptozoological and mythological creatures abound around the globe sometimes the creatures simply appear and then vanish again content merely to

put in an appearance other times they make themselves known to entire cities and leave their mark damaged buildings scars on the landscape the occasional death then suddenly the

death toll escalates one by one hellboy and his friends at the bprd are dispatched to avert disaster hellboy encounters a dragon in brazil abe sapien tackles a giant alligator in venice liz

sherman faces off against a phoenix in the mediterranean but in dawning horror they realize it s all a distraction heralding nothing so much as an event of apocalyptic proportions
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